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Velká Hleďsebe
The municipality of Velká Hleďsebe is located in the west part of
Czech Republic, close to the spa town Mariánské Lazně.
The head of the municipality is RNDr. Vítězslav Padevět.
Veká Hleďsebe takes area of 455 ha and has 2200 inhabitants

Bellreguard
The municipality of Bellreguard is located in the province of Valencia, 75 km south from Valencia City and 3 km from Gandia. Bellreguard is situated in the district of the Safor.
The head of the municipality is Pere Cremades.
Bellreguard is a small village of just over 4,000 inhabitants.

town of Bellreguard
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Participants from the Czech Republic - municipality of Velká Hleďsebe:
Ing. Martina Šindelářová
• Graduate of the Mendel University in Brno, Faculty of Horticulture in Lednice - Master‘s
degree, full-time university-type, interests: Gardening
• Employee in a private company ´Garden Teplá´, managing the production of ornamental
plants, design and of private and public green places
• Member of ZO ČSOP Berkut (focused, among other activities, on restoration of landscape
elements)

Ing. Helena Kosečková
• Graduate of the Czech Agricultural University in Prag, Agronomic Faculty, Master‘s degree, full-time university-type, interests: Horticulture
• Co-owner of family garden company in Velká Hleďsebe, providing the ﬂowers for the ornamental beds in town, managing the public green spaces maintanance.

Ing. Kristýna Vaňková
• Graduate of the Mendel University in Brno, Faculty of Horticulture in Lednice - Master‘s
degree, full-time university-type, interests: Garden and Landscape Architecture
• Currently working in a private company ´Zahradní a Parková spol. s r.o.´ as a garden
and landscape architect, working on several projects for the Municipality Velká Hleďsebe
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1st day

- Monday 24th of January

On Monday afternoon we arrived by bus from Valencia to Gandia bus station and get in touch with Pere and
Xavi. In couple minutes Xavi arrived to pick us up. It was great to meet again and see some familiar face here
in Gandia in the middle of Spain. During the ride Xavi was pointing out the interesting places in Gandia and
we were mixing english and spanish and talking about the next days.
Xavi took us directly to the restaurant Case Babel, where we met with other participants from Slovenia, Italy,
Spain and Hungary and were introduced to the new participants. And we tasted the ﬁrst paella.
After the meal we were taken to the houses and were welcomed with ﬂags of our countries on each doors,
which was really nice. The houses and rooms were very comfortable and each of us found big basket full of
presents - local products and personal welcome letter.

view from our house

poster with our ﬂag

At six a clock we met at the Town Hall, were introduced to the participants from France and had a short
meeting to discusse the next days.
After the discussion short video presentation about the PARPE project was played. It was perfectly done
and reminded us the picutres and facts about municipalities and parks involved as well as the participants involved.
At eight a clock there was an extraordinary welcome plenary and speech of the politic groups. All the speeches were held in spanish but we were given the lists with english translation so we could follow the speeches.
The local TV and media were also invited and everything was ﬁlmed and many pictures were taken. So from
this point on we were all watched by the eye of camera and photo cameras.
Later in the evening we visited the exhibition ´25 anys d´estudi i divulgació del medi ambient a la Safor´
and were invited to table with local food and wine. The atmosphere was great, we were enjoying the food and
wine and talking about the exhibition and the event in Italy and about the next days in Spain and we were
still waiting for the delegation from Sweden which ﬁnally arrived around 11 pm.

the town hall

local food
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ﬁrst evening in Bellreguard

...it was really nice to meet again

quote for the 1st day:
´... emotions are important to bring people back...´
(Mateo Ferri speaking about tourism as ´experiencing emotions´)
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2st day

- Tuesday 25th of January

The second day started in Aula Natura, in La Marjal de Gandia, where we were welcomed by the director
of the center Mrs Maria Blasco. We were given informations about the main goals of the center, and took the
guided tour throught the interactive exhibitions rooms.
The permanent exhibiton demonstrates the aspects that constitute the
wetlands that forms a part of the Marshes of La Safor. The exhibition was designed to suit all ages and counts with new technologies, a virtual ﬂight and
exhibition of traditional objects. So we enjoyed a short movie with the faces
of some participants and watched the photos of autochton birds and plants.
Than we took a stroll in the Arboretum and Garden with autochton species of
the marsh´s environment and with traditional agriculture species.

The director - Mrs Maria José Vinals

in front of the center

Later, some of us were asked to give short interview about their municipalities and countries and the projects they would like to introduce to the other
partners. The interview was for the local TV and was part of the promotion of
the PARPE project to local communities.
Meanwhile the rest of the group took guided tour through the park. To represent the common work of protection the nature we planted the tree all together.

listening to Maria Blasco

landscape of the wetlands

The other activity for the morning was the visit of CDT (Center for Tourism Development). The CDT is a
training center for the hospitality professionals under the Valencian Agency of Tourism. We visited the kitchen
and the rooms where the students can train their skills.
After the visit and aperitif we were seated to perfectly prepered tables and tasted very nicely prepered dishes served by the students.

our table

Daniel tasting
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In the afternoon the workshop was organised. We were divided in four groups and each group got a simple plan with the surrounding landscape. Each member of the group represented one stakeholder - ecologist, hunter, farmer, agriculturalist, builder. There were brisk discussions and argumentations in many languages explaining and deffending and in the end ech of the group came to some conclusion which was presented to the others.
The main goal of the workshop was to ﬁnd the strategy for the future land use of the area.

Xavi explaining the rules

Joseph proud of his map

don´t remember anymore what is supposed to be this big, but the conversation was in italien and spanish...
... and yes Joseph, we do believe you :-)

In the evening we visited the old center of Gandia. The main bridge and historical buildings were stunning
in the night lighting, but the evening was very cold.

Pere and Xavi discussing the programm for next day

guided tour in Gandia

Gandia at night

quote for the 2st day:
´Tourism is a way of preserving.´
(Mateo Ferri speaking about tourism as ´experiencing emotions´)
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3rd day

- Wednesday - 26th of January

The main issue for the day was the ´International conference on European projects, tourism and new technologies´at the Universitat Politecnica de Valencia, campus de Gandia.
First there was a welcome speach of Director, Pere Cremades and Raffaella Leonelli and than 4 lectures with
discussions followed.
First lecture was given by Maria José Vinales on the theme ´Tourism Management of Natural and Cultural
Heritige.´
The main points of the presentation were:
• the Heritage Enhancement - activities planning, tourism potentials analysis, resources inventory and assassement and recreational assessement ect.
• Recreational Carrying capacity - visitors use level analysis, visitors touring planning ect.
• Impacts Monitoring - environmental and socio-economic indicators systems ect.
• Visitors Management - visitors proﬁle surveys, satisfaction surveys, psychological comfort surveys, emergencies plans, ect.
Second lecture was given by Dr. Pierre Guérin on the theme of European fundings. He described the process of authorising the projects for fundings and pointed out the most important aspects every project should
have.
The third lecture was given by Lola Teruel on the theme ´The internet as a tool for managing tourism in
a sustainable manner for tourism´.
The fourth lecture was given by Mateo Ferri on the theme ´Local development and touristic companies´.
The ﬁrst point of the lecture was the use of Emotions and Imagination to promote tourism. The second point was about treating the areas with huge tourist impact and on the other site the areas with small number of tourist´s visits - how to protect and conserve valuable areas using tourism and how to attract tourists.
In the end there was a discussion between all the participants - local as well as foreign students, the lectors and PARPE participants.
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After the lectures we were introduced to very enthusiastic ﬁsherman, who guided us through some parts of
Gandia, the Gandia Port and ﬁshmarket.
Fisherman´s gesticulation and descriptions were very impressive, but in spanish, so we could understand
very little.
We also visited the local factory for manifacturing the sea animals and creatures and the way of purchasing
the ﬁshes was demonstrated.
We had the lunch and amazing paella with in one of the local restaurants.

Puerto de Gandia

ﬁshmarket

paella with sea creatures
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enthusiastic ﬁsherman

lunch
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In the end of the day we experienced some of the most touching feelings from the entire week.
First, we visited the Gandia sandy beach. It was nobody there, the beach was full of seashells, some of us
even couldn´t refuse the need to walk into the sea barefoot.
Second, we visited the Gandia Dunes, the last preserved area, where the people can get impression how
the entire area looked before the expansive hotels and apartments explosion.

Špela with Daniel

sculpture in front of the Gandia beach

PARPE participants in the end of the wooden path, the
Dunes of Gandia
Raffaella barefoot
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Xavi explaining the problems in this area and smiling

Daniel remaining Herry Potter
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4th day

- Thursday - 27th of January

For the morning the visit to public parks and old town was planned, but the weather was so bad, the we had
to skip this part of the programme and instead of this, we spend some time talking about issues which needs
to be done for continuing the PARPE project succesfully.
So later in the afternoon we visited the elementary school in
Bellreguard and the ´Orange juice programme´was introduced.
The oranges are the most important commodity in this area.
To improve to orange consumption in the families the Agricultural Cooperative of Bellreguard delivers 100 kilos of oranges a day
and the orange juice is being preperad and each kid has his glass
of orange juice every day. Also the orange marmelade is prepared and put in the glasses and the kids can draw the picutures on
it and sign it and than bring home as a present together with the
recipe for the marmalade.
After we tasted the orange juice the activity of pupils and teachers regarding the environmental education and waste recycling was introduced. We also visited the ecological garden in the
school area.

presentation about Velká Hleďsebe in Bellreguard´s school

The most breathtaking were the presentations prepared by kids about each PARPE municipality or park.

orange juice project

making orange marmalade

Later Xavi presented us the project ´Verde esguard ´ - Challenges for a decade, about the environmental
projects for the future.
In the afternoon we visited Valencia - Ciudad de las Arte y las Ciencias and Museo Oceanograﬁco and the old
historical part of the city. The tour was led by very experienced guide with awesome english. After the couple
days if spanish - italien - english mix conversation it was great pleasesure listen to the neat english.
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5th day

- Friday - 28th of January

At 8,30, we all gathered togethered for the last time in front of the houses and headed towards the La Cooperativa Agricola de Bellreguard to see ﬁrst hand manipulation of oranges before reaching the market.
The company exports the high quality oranges in the whole Europe, but in these days struggles because of
the low prices. It was very interesting to see what needs to be done with an orange before it gets from the
tree into the box in the supermarket.

Next point of the programme was the visit of the Natural park of the Marsh Pego-Oliva. We arived to the
´Muntanyeta Verda´ inside the Natural Park of the Marsh Pego-Oliva and were welcomed by the responsible
of the park and the next programme was explained.
Thanks the wooden pathways, we were able to enter deeper into the reed wetland vegetation and get direct touch with the nature. The wooden walkways were designed also for the disabled people (for wheelchairs
and sightless visitors). The resting and picnic areas with benches and elevated wooden bird watching points
were parts of the wooden pathways system.
Shortly after the noon we got on the top of ‚Muntanyeta Verde, where we were rewarded by views of the
surrounding land (hills and rice ﬁelds crisscrossed with canals). All this was crowned by tasting of local rice
dish paella - experience not only visual but also a gourmet.
After the lunch break we visited the local cultural center in the town Pego and attended the presentation
about the National Park.
In the end of the day we all gathered for the last common dinner. It was a great evening with very friendly atmosphere.

system of wooden pathways
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view from the top of ´Muntanyeta Verde´
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6th day

- Saturday - 29th of January

In the morning we all gathered for the last meeting. We were discussing the entire week, making conclusions and planning the future of PARPE.

RESUME

We spent six wonderful days in Spain. Every single day was full of experiences, new ideas and emotions.
The spanish team did a great job, everything was planned into the last detail.
During our stay we got a comprehensive overview of life in this area, we experienced both - the social and
the natural aspects of the area. The whole stay was not only perceptual, but also a gourmet experience.
The only thing we missed was more walking and contact with nature.
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